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Abstract

The aim of this research was to develop a conceptual framework that would help to collect and understand the information needs of a target community. Many information behaviour frameworks already exist, however; although they share some features, they tend to focus on different aspects of the person and their interaction with information. It was proposed that a synthesis of these frameworks could lead to a comprehensive framework. Previous research was analysed and an initial framework defined. This was piloted and adapted and then applied to data on informal carers. This led to further adaptation. Informal carers are people who care for another person, generally a relative, for more than fourteen hours per week and are not paid for this. The data stemmed from
sixty interviews that were transcribed and coded. This paper presents the data on informal carers and their information experience using the final framework. This serves to demonstrate how the framework sensitizes the researcher to certain types of significant data, enables the organization of the data, indicates the relationships between different types of data and, overall, helps to provide a rich picture of the target community’s information needs. In conclusion the paper discusses the differences and advantages of the framework in relation to previous work and also the limitations of the study and possible further research.

Introduction

The aim of this research was to develop a framework that would help to identify key aspects of the person, their social environment and their interaction with sources of information (people or artifacts) that would facilitate the specification of user requirements for an information service. This could then feed into the still active discussion among system designers and software engineers about how to capture user requirements (Patmore et al. 2003) as well as user needs studies by information service/product providers.

Numerous models of information behaviour and the interacting variables have evolved over the years. Several of these are described by Case (2002) and Wilson (1999). Vakkari has also provided an overview of issues of concern to researchers of information seeking; particularly those interested in the impact of task complexity (Vakkari, 1998). The models that have received wide dissemination include Krikelas (1983), Ellis (1989),
Belkin et al. (1995), Marchionini (1995), Kuhlthau (1991), Sarcevic (1996), Ingwersen (1996), Leckie et al. (1996), Hert (1997), Spink (1997), Wilson (1999) and Nicholas (2000). Individual models identify similar variables as well as highlighting different aspects of information behaviour and the information seeking environment. Different models are also applied at different levels of abstraction. For example authors coming from an information retrieval background, such as Saracevic (1996) or Spink (1997), tend to concentrate on the moment of interaction with information and the system, whereas authors such as Leckie et al. (1996) place more emphasis on the wider (work) context. It was therefore felt that there was an opportunity to synthesise, adapt and build on these models and apply the resulting construct to data on specific communities. This research would therefore help to answer the following questions:

- What factors or variables have previous authors identified as important in terms of their affect on information behaviour?
- Are there common variables and can variables be synthesised and categorised under common broad categories of data?
- Does this result in a framework that can be used to analyse and organize data on the information experience of target communities?
- Does the result of the analysis of this data lead to a rich picture of the information experience of the target community and help to identify possible information solutions?
- Does the resulting framework build on previous frameworks either in terms of its applicability to real life situations, its inclusive nature, its cohesiveness and its ability to generate questions for further research?
**Literature review**

The following literature review serves two purposes, including, clarifying the context within which this research took place and identifying broad categories of data that previous authors have considered significant for understanding the information experience of people and their needs. The latter feeds into the design of the initial framework that was applied to a study of the information experience of post-graduate Information Studies’ students, adapted and later applied and further adapted during the study of informal carers. It should be noted that the following is a distilled version of the original review (Hepworth, 2002). The following review, however, serves the purpose of clarifying the context and identifying broad categories of data.

Previous authors have highlighted the importance of *roles*, associated *norms* and *tasks*, which, to some extent, create the information need. Ingwersen mentions the significance of ‘work’, ‘task’, ‘goals’ (1996); Saracevic, (1996), mentions ‘situations’ and ‘task’, Marchionini, (1995), ‘tasks’, ‘components (time, costs)’, Leckie et al. (1996) refers to ‘work roles’ and ‘tasks’ as the primary drivers for seeking. Hert, (1997), notes ‘organisational setting’, ‘roles’, ‘project’, ‘tasks’, Wilson, (1999), notes the significance of ‘person in context’, ‘role related’, ‘environment’ factors. Norms are not an area that tends to be discussed in terms of information provision. Solomon (1997), however, does recognise the significance of norms. Nicholas (2000) also recognises the importance of norms, although he does not use the term norms, in that he notes that different occupations will place different values on source characteristics such as quality or
currency. Belkin (1994) also noted how the characteristics of texts (source character) may be relevant in different situations which again implies that normative values and expectations affect information interaction.

Another area that authors consider important is the source and the character of sources (Line, 1971, Wilson et al. 1979, Choo 1994). This has been the traditional focus of user studies in library science – identifying which sources (such as books or e-serials) people use and want. Such data gives the information provider an indication of the content that the user or potential user wants in the ‘collection’. Past frameworks and models tend to assume that sources are either hard-copy (books, journals, articles, pictures etc.) or electronic information sources such as databases or Web sites. The concept of source can also include other sources of information including organisations and individuals. Authors such as Belkin (1994) and Nicholas (2000) have also highlighted the importance of different characteristics of sources and how these may effect information behaviour and make them more likely to relate to the needs of the user. Sources and subject content were therefore identified as an important part of the framework.

From the above research roles, norms and tasks as well as sources and subject content were recognized as significant factors that effect the information experience and for the purpose of this research and the development of the initial conceptual framework (see Figure 1) were given the broad label of environmental data.
Authors have also highlighted the significance of knowledge and thought processes as well as affective data (feelings) and learning styles and personality data, that is, categories of data that relate to the internal characteristics of the individual. Allen (1991) for example discusses the importance of the knowledge that the individual has of the subject and also the knowledge they have of the information systems they use. Thus distinctions are made between novice and expert user. With regard to thought processes associated with information seeking, use and learning, authors such as Hert (1997) (who lists many ‘cognitive processes’ such as choosing, doubting, revising etc.), Kuhlthau (1997) (increased interest), and Ellis (1989) (differentiating etc.) tend to imply that these processes will always be evident among people when they conduct an information intensive task. Whereas Ingwersen (1996) recognises the transient nature of these processes. It is also likely that specific processes may or may not be present depending on various factors including the role, task, knowledge and source characteristics. Cheuk’s (1997) work supports this view.

Affective data has been of particular interest to Kuhlthau (1991). Kuhlthau highlighted how different emotions may be associated with information seeking behaviour and types of task. Learning style, also referred to as cognitive style, refers to the way people prefer to learn and personal preferences for conceptualising and visualising information. Ford, Wood & Walsh (1994) have looked into the impact of ‘cognitive style’ on information behaviour and draw attention to the need to develop information services that relate to the different characteristics of the individual.
Nicholas (2000) highlights the importance of ‘personality’ and Hert (1997) refers to ‘mood’. Differences have been identified between people who regard their situation as a challenge and are very persistent and proactive in looking for answers and those who do not. Miller and Mangan (1983) and Baker (1995) for example described these as ‘monitors’ and ‘blunters’. Wilson (1999) suggests that characteristics such as self-efficacy (a similar concept to locus of control) and learnt stress coping strategies may be factors that affect the information experience.

Authors have therefore identified different categories of data that concern the mental state that have an impact on information interaction. For the purpose of this research and the development of a conceptual framework these were given the broad label of psychological data. Within this broad category, the sub-categories cognitive process, cognitive knowledge, cognitive ability and style and affective were defined.

Historically data gathered on either users or potential users’ information seeking behaviour is common. For example data such as inter library loans, the use of citations, online database usage statistics and web logs. Behavioural data is important because it indicates a demand that implies wants and needs as well as preferences for use. Studies that have focused, primarily, on behavioural data, include Line (1971), Wilson et al. (1979), Ellis (1989) and more recently Spink et al. (1998), Spink et al. (2001). For the purpose of this research and the development of a conceptual framework the broad label of behavioural data was chosen to represent this type of data.
The review of the literature therefore led to the design of a preliminary framework shown in Figure 1. The arrows between the major categories of variable indicate that they interact and influence each other. The sub-categories with arrows pointing to the broad categories indicate that these make up or feed into the broader categories in the framework. This framework was first piloted on fifty-nine postgraduate Information Studies students in Singapore in 1998 (Hepworth, 2001).

Application of the framework led to minor modification of the framework in that it was found to be useful to apply the framework at three levels of abstraction. These were:

♦ the ‘group level’, where data was aggregated for the entire community. In other words all the environmental, psychological and behavioural data were brought together indicting the general needs of the community.

♦ The ‘individual level’ which focused attention on the information behaviour of individuals within the community. This served to highlight individual differences and the person’s information behaviour over time.

♦ The ‘moment of interaction’ which drew attention to specific moments when people interacted with a source of information whether it was an information system, such as a database or another person. This highlighted specific problems, challenges or successes associated with their interaction.
Methodology

The purpose of this study was to test the framework shown in Figure 1 in a hostile environment. To do this the framework was used to analyse data on a very different community and the data was collected using a methodology that was not connected in any way to the framework. This was Dervin’s micro-time line interview (Dervin 1983, 1999). This technique involves asking the interviewee to remember specific situations and identifies information needs, barriers and 'helps' to information access and the impact of information on the individual. The community chosen was informal carers in Leicestershire, UK and this took place in the year 2000.

In the UK informal carers have been defined as people who care for another person(s) for more than 14 hours per week and are not paid for this work. There are an estimated 5.7 million in Britain, with one in six households containing a carer, (Richards and Parker, 1998). Based on national statistics there are an estimated 60,500 adults who provide unpaid care to older people and/or people with disabilities in Leicestershire (The Carers Plan, 2003). The sixty informal carers who were interviewed, using the micro time line methodology, were self-selected from a larger sample of 174 informal carers who had responded to a questionnaire survey. The questionnaire was distributed via two non-government organisations Council for Voluntary Services (CVS) and Carers of Leicestershire Action Support Project (CLASP), who provide support for informal carers in Leicestershire. CVS distributed 250 to informal carers in North West Leicestershire. CLASP distributed 250 to the Oadby and Wigston district and 500 to Charnwood, Hinkley and Bosworth and Blaby districts of Leicestershire. The individuals chosen were those output from their databases i.e. for CVS the first 250 in that region. Out of the 174
71% were between forty and sixty nine years old. Slightly over two thirds were women (68%). The relationship between the carer and the cared for person was predominantly spouse/partner (47%) followed by parents caring for children who had a medical condition (29%) and adults caring for elderly parents (20%). The cared for person’s condition varied widely and many had a number of medical conditions. The most common were stroke (13%), confusion (13%), diabetes (7%), heart disease (7%) and Alzheimer’s disease (6%). The level of care was high with 62% stating that they spend over one hundred hours per week in their caring role. Caring involved personal care (such as bathing, washing and dressing), physical help (such as getting up and downstairs, getting in and out of bed), help with paperwork (filling forms, bills, finance etc.), practical help (preparing meals, laundry, talking to doctor, doing shopping etc.), keeping company (sitting with, talking to etc.) (Hepworth et al. 2000).

The sixty interviews were conducted with informal carers in the year 2000. These sixty had stated in the questionnaire that they were willing to be interviewed. They were thus self selected, were literate, and able and motivated enough to fill in a questionnaire. Whereas young carers met during the study found it very difficult to complete the questionnaire due to literacy and attitudinal problems. The sixty were also segmented into three groups at the request of the funder, Leicestershire County Council: carers spending over 100 hours a week in the caring role; carers of people with dementia; young carers. All the interviews were transcribed verbatim and then coded using qualitative data analysis software. The data was categorized using the framework developed in the pilot study. This led to further modification of the framework where it was felt
appropriate. For example previous categories were put into slightly different clusters and relabeled to better reflect the data content. This was done until all data was effectively categorized.

**Findings**

The framework in Figure 1 was used, initially, to organise and analyse the data gathered on informal carers' information experiences. This process led to a change in the organization of sub-categories, and clustering of these sub-categories also led to the relabeling of the broad clusters of data. Roles, norms and tasks were clustered under *sociological data*. Cognitive knowledge, cognitive process and cognitive ability and style were re-labeled as *knowledge state, cognitive state, style state* and affective as *affective state* and clustered under the broad heading of *psychological data*. The word state was thought to be more appropriate because it represented the transient nature of these states. Data about sources was separated from roles, norms and tasks and sub-divided into *source character* and *source behaviour* and placed under the broad heading of *source data*. Separating out *sociological data* and *source data* from under the broad heading of environment reflected the importance of source data and its character and behaviour and its impact on behavioural, psychological and sociological data.

The data is presented here using the final conceptualisation of the framework shown in Figure 4.
Data on informal carers

The ‘group level of analysis’ is presented first where all the sociological, psychological, behavioural and source data was aggregated. The group level of analysis gave a composite picture of the psychological, behavioural and source needs of the community as a whole. Addressing these needs would help fulfill the range of information intensive tasks and roles of the target audience.

For each category of data quotations from carers are selected to help indicate what kind of data falls under the various categories. It should be noted that only a small number of quotations for each category are given. However these should be sufficient to indicate to the reader the nature of the categories and the type of data that was gathered. To help reflect on the usefulness of this data for defining the user requirements of the informal carer and their information needs a brief discussion of the implications of this data for information service design is also given.

Sociological data

Roles, norms and tasks

The role that the informal carers research was concerned with was the role of informal carer. No other aspect of their life was addressed. Norms associated with this role were epitomised by the following quotation:

‘I will look after him as long as I can’

This norm, although not directly related to information behaviour, has implications for the carer and their information needs. Information, for example, could be provided that discussed these issues and helped the carer set ‘normative’ boundaries around the role of
carer. This kind of discussion would lead onto related topics such as respite for the carer and forms of help that may provide some relief for the carer which otherwise may not have been explored due to the acceptance of the overriding norm of selfless unstinting care. In addition, information could be provided that helped with the related interpersonal issues that these norms raise.

A number of tasks were apparent including:

- organising health care related services;
- organising social care such as home help;
- organising financial support to enable caring to take place.

Tasks that were common but not always evident were:

- managing the diet of and in many cases feeding the cared for person
- administering medication
- facilitating the mobility of the cared for person. This often involved manual labour but also included organising a wheel chair, stair lift or taxi
- adapting the accommodation to cater for the cared for person

Less frequent were:

- identifying suitable accommodation

One young carer mentioned ‘get her happy because she is always miserable’. This may be a common yet unconscious task. Other tasks such as, filling forms, doing paperwork and washing were also mentioned.
In terms of user requirements and information provision these tasks need to be supported by information provision. Furthermore the tasks provide one structure that could be used to package and deliver information content. This would have the advantage that carers would recognise the tasks, see the purpose of the information and engage with it rather than being presented with an abstract list of categories of information that they may not relate to their situation.

**Psychological data**

Data concerning the psyche or mental state falls under the broad heading of psychological data. As mentioned before this was broken down into *knowledge state*, *cognitive state*, *style state* and *affective state*. The word state was used to emphasise that this is a condition associated with a situation and the person’s response to that situation rather than a permanent condition or state of mind.

*Knowledge state*

Informal carers experienced situations where they needed to be knowledgeable, that is, have a certain *knowledge state*. In each individual’s case the knowledge state would vary. New carers for example, generally, ‘*knew nothing*’ and had very little understanding of the system, useful organisations or the medical condition. *Knowledge states* that were identified included the following areas:

♦ The condition or illness of the cared for person

   *‘it does actually help you it describes the type of seizure, there are different types of seizure so you can identify which type of seizures’*
Medical terminology

‘medication, now that Propolazine call it that, briefly PRN, so unless you know what PRN is she don’t know what you are talking about’

Medication and side effects

‘when I found out the side effects what was likely to happen over a period of time, I suppose it did help a lot because I knew what was likely to happen’

Diet

‘I knew that he could eat them and he wasn’t going to be ill’

Organisations

‘so obvious now is the CLASP organisation, but it wasn’t when you don’t know about it’

Finance

‘I didn’t know we could have Carers’ Allowance’

Systems

‘rules of the game’ – how the government’s health and social system works including changes that take place, such as, allowances or legislation, but also practical knowledge such as the best time to phone. ‘I think that’s why we haven’t got a social worker because we wouldn’t accept the respite care’ [incorrect knowledge]

Equipment
equipment for the cared for person to enable them to function and participate in life

‘I have been told they aren’t any good anyway because they have got no back support on them’

Categories and different levels of knowledge required have implications for information provision and would need to be taken into account when providing information.

**Cognitive state**

The following cognitive states were identified. These can be seen to be related to the knowledge state of the individual. Cognitive states reflect the thinking processes associated with situations.

The informal carers context

♦ Uncertainty (a conscious state of unknowing about a situation or topic)

‘up to him being eighteen months old I was banging my head against the wall, asking if something’s wrong’

♦ Questioning (specific questions asked)

‘I asked him about the fact that her tongue was sticking out’

♦ Strategic (mental strategies such as ‘finding out for oneself’, ‘taking time to sift information’ etc.)

‘wanted to look at as many as you could, see which was the best stair lift’
Cognitive states provide an indication of the questions in the mind of the user and mental strategies they have developed as well as cognitive skills. The category ‘uncertainty’ reflects the expressed need to want to find out about what is happening now and what will happen in the future. This tended to be represented by ‘what if …’ questions which were often associated with severe anxiety. Providing answers to ‘what if’ questions could help to relieve anxiety. ‘Strategies’ provide an insight into cognitive strategies that could be encouraged or helped or communicated to other carers, for example, ‘juggling people’ or ‘dealing with instructions’ or ‘reading about the condition’.

Style state

Style states were categorised as either negative or positive because the data reflected these opposites and also because negative and positive style states had an impact on information behaviour and becoming informed.

‘Positive’ style state was represented by statements such as:

‘I have always been able to go and find out and ask and not been afraid to do that’

‘I am strong enough I think to fight for what I want ... and find out things’

‘Negative’ style state was represented by statements such as:

‘hope that the problem will go away’ [early stages]

‘scared of the unknown but then you don’t really want to know’
The following negative affective states were associated with certain negative ‘style states’.

‘just too much’

‘why me again’

‘rather abandoned at the time’

‘it can’t be happening really’

An information system should enable and encourage positive style states (since these affect their information behaviour) and information could be provided, quite specifically, to encourage and enable these states. It is also important that information providers are aware of these different style states so that they can adapt their support. Style states are discussed further at the individual level of analysis.

Affective state
Affective states were also categorised as positive and negative and tended to concern feelings associated with the situation and also with interaction with sources. This data gave an indication of what individuals would like from an information service.

‘Positive’ affective states included:

‘that was brilliant’ [people you could talk to … they were there when you needed them]

‘was helpful’ [she (occupational therapist) talked to me about things]

‘they were very helpful they seem to have certain people who specialised in various aspects of disability’ [carers’ organisation]
‘I got the information and I read it and I felt happy that I knew about it’

‘I feel the more information was given the better you are to deal with things’

‘that helped a lot’ [read about the condition]

‘Negative’ affective states fell into the following categories:

♦ Isolation and victimisation

‘you just feel like one in a million’

♦ Overwhelmed

‘Hopeless really, it was upsetting because I didn’t know whether it was worth going to anyone about, confused, cause you know you feel like you are doing wrong’ [young carer]

♦ Impact of inadequate help

‘he didn’t believe me’ [doctor] ‘why me again’

♦ Reaction to information that was not wanted

‘just horrible’ [possible negative effects of earlier treatment]

‘in some respects, we did not want to know answers to some questions’

♦ The way information is provided and received

‘being told he can’t do this’ [no talk of what he could do]

♦ Anger

‘Not treated as an individual’

‘penalised for having money’

♦ Desire for easy access to information and knowledge
‘to think that there is somebody on the other end of the line that can instantly help you … it doesn’t turn out like that’

‘I ought to get somebody on the phone to speak to at this particular time’

The affective state has implications for information services design. For example, a service could take as one of its objectives to help counteract the negative affective states and encourage where possible, through information provision, the resolution or reduction of negative affective states. For example:

➤ Informing people that they are likely to experience such affective states may help them to prepare for them and also let them know that others experience these states and hence are not alone;

➤ consciously address the issue of isolation by informing people of others in similar situations and facilitating contact;

➤ to present information in such a [positive] way that it can be taken on board and that enables the carer to be become aware of strategies and solutions that may help them and the cared for person thus decreasing the feeling of being overwhelmed.

**Behavioural data**

Behavioural data was clearly a type of data that the conceptual framework identified as important.

Information behaviour fell into the following categories:

♦ Telephone contact with:
  
  Social (social services, non-government organisations)
  
  Health (health service, non-government organisations, independent practitioners)
Educational services
Police
Equipment suppliers
♦ Reading
♦ Visiting
♦ Consulting
♦ Sharing
♦ Educating

Using the telephone to contact services was the most common behaviour. This means of remote communication is likely to be important because of the difficulty many carers have in leaving the home. The immediacy of telephone contact was seen as important. An effective method to access services for carers from the home, is therefore, seen to be important.

The majority of carers read books, leaflets etc. ‘look the information up in books’ [about the medical condition]. One carer went to great lengths to find material using a contact in the hospital to source medical books. However, the language used and the level of detail was often inappropriate. There was a need for medical information that was appropriate for people with little medical knowledge.

‘Visiting places’ was associated with a range of situations where individuals specifically wanted to be informed. For example:

‘I went along to a meeting’ [carers group]
‘we went’ [to mobility exhibition]

‘joined all the long queues and sat and waited and didn’t seem to get much
information’ [benefits office]

‘I ask at the GP’ [about medical condition]

In some cases there was a need to see a place where the cared for person was going for a
period of time such as a respite centres. In these situations it was extremely important for
the carer to make sure that these places were appropriate. Virtual tours, assuming people
had access to the appropriate technology, could help the carer to at least get a first
impression of the location and the services provided, particularly if it was supplemented
with the views of other people.

‘Consulting’ outside the home tended to be with experts, particularly in the medical area,
but also with welfare and educational services and staff in non-government organisations.
The opportunity to have these dialogues with 'experts', from the home, would be
generally beneficial, perhaps via video phone, especially where the mobility of the carer
or the cared for person was problematic.

‘Sharing’ refers to the sharing of data, information and knowledge informally between
carers and other people (other carers, neighbours, relatives etc.), ‘I did get some
information from other visitors’. As noted earlier this was seen as an excellent way of
becoming informed, particularly where others were having or had had similar
experiences. There is therefore an obvious opportunity for an information service to
facilitate this sharing. However, as one carer pointed out, the information exchanged in this way needs to be vetted.

‘Getting equipment’ was relatively common, for example, ‘we just went and bought this bath seat’. Finding out about equipment (‘tracking something down’), viewing or trying out equipment was not easy.

‘Educating’ was cited by one adult carer and three young carers. It is interesting to note that Bruce (1995), when discussing various levels of information literacy, associated this kind of activity with an advanced stage of information literacy. Carers had reached a point where they were educating others about carers. The young carers, for example, had been involved in presenting to doctors and informing them of the role of young carers. Helping carers to communicate with other people about their situation could be a feature of a user-centred information service. Such a service would regularly facilitate the sharing of knowledge between all stakeholders involved with such a community including the carers themselves.

**Source data**

As mentioned above source data was treated as separate category in this framework and the concepts of source behaviour and source character were introduced (see Figure 2) because the data reflected this distinction. *Source behaviour* and *source character* were found to be significant and helped to identify negative and positive source attributes that also helped to identify strengths and weaknesses of current sources and indicated
solutions. Some sources, such as the Alzheimer’s society, played a key role in helping people to navigate the information sources such as identifying other organizations and helping to complete forms that enabled access to services. The character and behaviour of a source had an effect on the individual’s psyche and the fulfillment of tasks.

Sources that carers interacted with were as follows:

♦ Organisations
  
  Government
  
  Non-government
  
  Commercial

♦ People
  
  Health service professionals
  
  Social service professionals
  
  Social benefit professionals
  
  Commercial service providers (transport, pharmacist etc.)
  
  Non-governmental organisation staff
  
  Carers

♦ Information objects
  
  Books
  
  Leaflets
  
  Directories
  
  Newspapers
  
  Television
Radio
Forms
Prescriptions
♦ Equipment
   Mobility aids
   Medical aids
   Other specific aids e.g. for eating
♦ Services (in the home)
   Home help
   Meals on wheels
   Occupational therapy
   Medical service e.g. nursing
♦ Services (hospital)
♦ Financial e.g. allowances (attendance, mobility, council tax etc.)

It can be seen that carers as a group come into contact with and need to know about a wide range of sources. Equipment was included because sources of information about equipment were important to the carer. Similarly people required information about services including their function, services they offer, roles and how to instigate services. Many of the carers did not know about these when they started caring, and were unsure about the function of these sources. Some were specific to carers caring for someone with a particular condition. Others were relevant to all carers. Some were relevant to carers at specific points in time. Building up a mental map of this information landscape
was not easy for the carer and developed over time, generally with the assistance of other people who were familiar with the environment.

An information service for informal carers would need to enable people to map and navigate these sources showing the relevant information objects as well as relevant organisations, their role, the function of their staff and the services they provide and how they can be contacted. Currently guides do exist to services and equipment. However they need to be made more easily accessible in the home and to be adaptive to the situation of the enquirer.

Encapsulating many of the positive attributes of a source is ‘the person in a similar situation’, ‘you have really got to talk to someone who has been through it’, who has knowledge that can be applied directly to the situation of the carer needing information.

Source character
Source character relates to those attributes of an information service that imply the style of user-service interaction. Each attribute could be applied to any medium including face to face, paper based or electronic. The positive attributes (of source character) that were associated with a ‘good’ information service for carers included:

♦ Accessible

‘I phoned them up, you didn’t need to be referred by somebody, you could ring up
yourself. So I phoned them up and asked them if they would do that, and they
came over and assessed me and said ‘yes’

♦ Knowledgeable

‘they know all the volunteers etc. in the city and the county and they know all the
places’

♦ Listen

‘you could talk to them about anything, and they like listen’

♦ Good manner

‘seemed sort of personally interested’

♦ Proactive

‘if she doesn’t know she will go and find it like straight away’

♦ Information provider

‘he will give us everything you need to know, and tell you where to go,
recommendations ... he will discuss with you what medications are available,
what’s new, what do you think will work’

♦ Responsive

‘she will get back to me’

It may seem strange to apply these criteria to paper or electronic information services.
However, even a paper-based service can be ‘accessible’. ‘Knowledgeable’ may seem
obvious, but it was apparent that current service providers were, in some cases, not
knowledgeable about their own services or about other services and needed support.
Because it was difficult for carers to access services it was important that the contact they
had was knowledgeable and informative. The irritation of dealing with people who lacked knowledge was made clear by the following quotations:

‘I mean I knew more ... she couldn’t even open one’ (wheelchair) ... if someone had been there to totally tell you about things from start to finish’ and [they were] ‘barely out of nappies ... (they) haven’t got a bloody clue about hands on handling the situation’.

‘Listens’ may be an inappropriate category for print, however, printed material should provide directional information to services where people will ‘listen’. Electronic services could facilitate access to experts or professionals who can ‘listen’. In addition, technology could facilitate access to other carers.

The impact of the characteristic ‘proactive’ is less clear but has implications for the availability and the possibility of providing carers with information in the house when appropriate or when new information becomes available.

‘Manner’ was an important criteria, in relation to how people interacted with the carer. The abrupt, remote manner of several consultants and the patronising character of some health professionals, epitomises inappropriate character.

‘Responsiveness’ again has implications for information service provision. For example, if a facility offered a question and answer service it would be responsive. This may seem ambitious but, as NHS Direct (NHS Direct, 2003) has shown, a service of this kind is possible.
Negative attributes, such as, ‘poor information provision’, ‘complexity of information’ and ‘information overload’ drew attention to information that was too complex to understand.

Source behaviour

Source behaviour relates to how the source responded to the user as a result of interaction. Positive attributes of source behaviour were characterised by respondents as:

♦ Enabling contact with other ‘artifacts’

‘she put me in touch with so many people’

♦ Contact in the home

‘she actually came round the next day and ... took me up to school’

♦ Information provision

‘she gave me a this book here to help and in there was all the information I’ve ever wished for and I got their name from there’

♦ Form filler

‘did a lot of paperwork, in fact she sent most of the forms in for me’

♦ Facilitated financial help

‘he helped find the money’

♦ General services (such as helping with day to day tasks)

‘they (Occupational Therapist) look around the house to see what other things that is going that they could help you with’
‘Enabling contact with other artifacts’ was found to be a crucial role of services. In particular those agencies that were able to facilitate contact with organisations and services across sector boundaries, such as between health, social and voluntary sectors. Conversely, the partisan nature of information provision, where organisations tend to only provide information on their services proved to be a barrier to information access.

‘Provider of information’ was a common description given to a good service provider and referred to features such as ‘discussing’, ‘giving print’ (leaflets etc.), ‘drawing attention to services’, ‘finding out’, ‘showing how to apply’, demonstrating the demand and need for information provision.

‘Form filler’, often associated with ‘making contact’, was a common positive attribute given to a service provider by carers. An information service for carers would need to provide advice and help on the filling in of forms and enable access to appropriate forms.

Direct ‘financial help’ from non-state bodies was rare and limited to charities, the church and in one case a previous employer. Judging from the frequency of this type of data, knowing how to get access to sources of finance was one of the most important areas of knowledge required by carers (after medical knowledge).

‘General services’, tended to concern day to day tasks, a wide range of services was identified including: gardening, laundry, shopping, a trip out. An information service
would need to enable access to such services. Practical advice was also needed on how to conduct tasks such as giving medication.

The ‘individual level of analysis’ was concerned with understanding the individuals’ experience. This level of analysis helped place data in context i.e. what took place over time and how one thing affected another. At the individual level of analysis it was evident how people built up a map of their environment and knowledge about the subject domain and the likely chain of events (see Figure 2). This provided an indication of what the carer may need to know and when. The early stages of the mapped scenarios, for example, indicated a pressing need for an explanation of what exactly is wrong with the cared for person. Later this led to the need to understand the prognosis and what is likely to happen so that the carer could prepare psychologically and practically.

It was also possible to identify broad differences in individual behaviour. In particular the effect of different style states. These findings conformed to those of Miller and Mangan, (1989), and Baker, (1995), and their description of ‘monitors’ and ‘blunters’. These distinctions are important. An information provider could identify people who may be less likely to seek out information and are hence more dependent on the provider. Secondly it may be possible to present information in a way that is more appropriate to this group.

In Figure 2 a person, who conforms to what I have called a ‘positive style state’, can be seen to be proactive, contacting number of organisations for help which led to learning
and action. People who tended to conform to a ‘negative style state’ tended to have fewer contacts, took far longer to make useful contacts and tended to depend on others to navigate the source environment for them. The affective data, associated with negative style states, also tended to be negative. A combination of these factors meant that such people suffered severe stress and difficulty for several years when, in fact, help was available. The latter group is therefore particularly vulnerable and the information provider would need to go to extra lengths to ensure that these people were getting access to information.

The individual level of interaction therefore drew attention to how people learn, over time, and the context within which specific information interactions take place. This is a view that is lost at the group level when one generalises needs across the community and also when focusing on specific moments of interaction.

Figure 2, showing the individual level of analysis, indicates how the different types of data are associated with each other. Interaction between the respondent and sources can be seen to lead to changes in knowledge, cognitive and affective states.
The third level of analysis was the ‘moment of interaction’. This was distinguished from the above two levels of analysis in that it concentrated attention on specific problems and needs associated with interaction with sources. Analysing data at this level is similar to studies of usability and human computer interaction. In the case of the carers it enabled one to identify positive and negative interactions with sources.

In this example the carer met with the person in the welfare rights organisation. The benefits of information interaction, from this contact, are evident. Analysis, at this level, helped to recognise the ‘interface’ and ‘functionality’ associated with sources and their benefits. Due to the nature of data collection, i.e. an interview rather than observation, the amount of detail on moments of interaction was sparse because the verbal descriptions of past events were simplified.

Discussion

The framework provided a useful guide for analysing and organising data that concerned the information experience of a group of people who needed information, in this case the informal carers.
Figure 4 shows the main categories and sub-categories of data in the framework and their interaction. As shown above this framework can be applied at three levels of analysis, ‘the group level’, ‘the individual level’ and ‘the moment of interaction’.

With regard to earlier frameworks of information behaviour and the information retrieval process similarities are evident particularly with Wilson’s 1996 framework (Wilson 1999) and Ingwersen’s (1996) framework. Both frameworks highlight the importance of similar categories of data, whereas others focus on a sub-set. However, the framework developed here helps to further explain the ‘person-in-context’ concept in terms of roles, norms and tasks. Intervening variables are broken down further, in fact all categories are seen as intervening, and psychological factors are clearly distinguished and clustered. Wilson’s ‘activating mechanisms’ and passive/active search are categorized under psychological data under style state and cognitive state and are seen to be both negative and positive. The importance of style state was emphasized and that this may be a barrier to information access. The negative effect of lack of information on the affective state was also highlighted in this study. The notion of levels of analysis, (moment of interaction, individual level of analysis, group level of analysis), is supported by Wilson and his ‘nested model’ and also by Hert (1997) who distinguished between the wider information seeking process and interaction with the ‘system’. Few other authors seem to recognise these differences. However, Wilson uses different labels: information
behaviour, information seeking behaviour and information search behaviour that, it could
be argued, make the distinction between levels of analysis less clear. Earlier studies can
be seen to fall under one or more of these levels of analysis. For example, Spink’s (1997)
and Saracevic’s (1996) models can be seen to operate at the moment of interaction.
Knowing which level of analysis one is working at clarifies what one is studying. This in
turn influences the choice of research techniques. Ingwersen’s (1996) model primarily
relates to understanding the moment of interaction with the information system rather
than defining the information needs of a community. Ingwersen's concept 'current
cognitive state' is sub-divided under psychological data.

The importance of sources was given greater prominence in the framework developed in
this study and the distinction between source character and source behaviour found to be
useful. This was because these categories of data gave a clear indication of the kind of
interaction the user would like with an information service.

**Conclusion**

The framework complements and builds on previous models and is useful in terms of:

- Highlighting the importance of types of data that one should collect to understand
  information needs and requirements;
- Confirming the importance of previous research into factors/variables that effect
  the information experience;
- Integrating, refining and ordering factors identified by previous researchers that
  are important for understanding the information experience of people.
- Enabling a rich picture to be generated of the information experience of the target community and helping to specify solutions.

Limitations

Due to the self-selecting nature of the respondents it was not possible to state that the information needs identified in this study are representative of the whole population. However, the findings do reflect those of other researchers and in fact provide more detail (Wollin et al. 1999, 2000). Depending on the micro time line interview technique to gather data did impose some limitations. Choosing a range of techniques to elicit data, such as task analysis to specifically identify tasks and sub-tasks, would probably have provided more comprehensive data on the various parts of the framework. Furthermore using the micro-time line interview meant that data was gathered on the most memorable or significant situations that carers could recall, which is one of the strengths of this technique. However, this meant that smaller events and the more day-to-day tasks and the associated information needs were probably underrepresented.

To gather more data on moments of interaction some form of observation would also have been useful, such as spending time with the respondent or using techniques such audio-diarying and video-diarying to capture data on day to day experiences and interactions. A subsequent study of the information needs of people with multiple sclerosis found audio-diarying very effective for gathering data at this level of detail (Hepworth et al. 2003). This would also have led to more data on cognitive states, particularly if concurrent talk-through techniques were used to capture thoughts while the
carers undertook tasks. The behavioural data would also have been more detailed if some form of logging of behaviour, over time, had taken place. Nevertheless, sufficient data was gathered to demonstrate the usefulness of the various categories of data in the framework.

Further research is required to test the usefulness of the framework in different contexts. It would probably be beneficial to develop and incorporate research methodologies that were specifically suited to gathering the various types of data, although the micro-time line technique provides a very robust tool. The framework also identified a number of intersections between different types of data. These deserve further study. A recent example of such work is Heinstrom's (2003) study of the impact of personality types on information behaviour. Other areas deserve further study, for example, the relationship between certain knowledge or cognitive states and behaviour or whether a specific affective or style state requires a certain type of source character and source behaviour. The latter, for example, may lead to a better understanding of how to present information in a way that would attract the person who demonstrates ‘blunter’ characteristics.

The interplay between different factors associated with the information experience can be seen to be complex and is still, I would argue, only crudely understood. There is therefore ample scope for further empirical studies that explore the relationships between the different variables that were shown to be significant in the conceptual framework developed as a result of this study.
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Figure 1: Initial framework
Figure 2: An example of a positive style state

A child with epilepsy and learning difficulties was a librarian and information is there if prepared to look. She will catch up if prepared to look. Good to parents if prepared to look. Doesn't give up if prepared to look. Many tests if prepared to look. Diagnosed epileptic if prepared to look. Why doesn't she develop skills if prepared to look? Many tests if prepared to look. Consultant if prepared to look. Help to explain if prepared to look. A relief if prepared to look. Help to explain if prepared to look. People if prepared to look. Know what it was if prepared to look. Seizures if prepared to look. Help describe type of seizures if prepared to look. Some too much depth if prepared to look. Not alone if prepared to look. Have problems and worse if prepared to look. Have a relief if prepared to look. Help to explain if prepared to look. Awareness of worst outcome as well if prepared to look. Help to explain if prepared to look.

The child became ill (2yrs later) if prepared to look. Was a librarian if prepared to look. Information is there if prepared to look. Go to doctor if prepared to look. Many tests if prepared to look. Consultant if prepared to look. Diagnosed epileptic if prepared to look.

Joined British Epileptic Association if prepared to look. British Epileptic Society if prepared to look. Many tests if prepared to look. Seminars if prepared to look. Leaflets if prepared to look. Seizures if prepared to look. Help describe type of seizures if prepared to look. Some too much depth if prepared to look. Not alone if prepared to look. Have problems and worse if prepared to look. Have a relief if prepared to look. Help to explain if prepared to look. Awareness of worst outcome as well if prepared to look. Help to explain if prepared to look.

Parents if prepared to look. Read books if prepared to look. Library if prepared to look. Use hospital library if prepared to look. Hospital library if prepared to look. What are prospects? if prepared to look. Meet parents if prepared to look. Library if prepared to look. Go to library if prepared to look. Go to Library if prepared to look.

Parents if prepared to look. Have problems and worse if prepared to look. Have a relief if prepared to look. Help to explain if prepared to look. Awareness of worst outcome as well if prepared to look. Help to explain if prepared to look.

What are prospects? if prepared to look. Go to doctor if prepared to look. Medication if prepared to look. Medication doesn’t work if prepared to look. Big disappointment if prepared to look. If it works for six months is bonus if prepared to look. Have another daughter and family if prepared to look.
Figure 3: A moment of interaction

- Telephone
- explained condition
- sent forms
- informed of benefits
- did paperwork
- council tax rebate
- done one before
- mobility allowance
- who would give mortgage
- contacted mortgage company
- informed of benefits
- council tax rebate
- done one before
- sent forms
- explained condition
- mobility allowance
- did paperwork
- telephone
- phone
- free prescription
- done one before
- informed of benefits
- contacted mortgage company
- explained condition
Figure 4: Final conceptual framework